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Disclaimer  
This story is based on my imagination, what happens in 
MegaMek and MekHQ, and input from others. Any names are 
based on fiction, and any location is based on MegaMek. The 
timeline takes place right before and after the SLDF exodus.  
The mercenary group is complete fiction some names from 
BattleTech Lore have been used in this book. 
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Chapter One  
Unity City, Earth 
SLDF Base  
Strait of Juan de Fuca 
Officers lounge 
11 October 2780 
07:00GST  
 

Major Matthew Chapman looked out of the panoramic view 
overlooking the Strait of Juan de Fuca.  He had always been a history 
buff so he knew that this area used to be part of the United States 
before the Terran Alliance.  As he was drinking his beer he recalled 
what happen the day before, the High Council and their petty difference 
could not agree on making Kerensky the First Lord of the Terran 
Alliance even after all he did to help save it.  Matthew was one of the 
few surviving company officers of the 151st Royal BattleMech Division 
because of the civil war but every night when he closed his eyes all he 
did was have nightmares about the war.  Most of his friends were dead, 
most of the members of the battalion were dead, but they had won the 
battle and are on some well-deserved R/R around the world. Ordering 
another beer he heard a person walking up to him, the sound was 
familiar and the air in the lounge went cold.  It could only mean one 
thing his pompous father had entered the room. Basil Chapman the Vic 
Admiral commander of the 171st Reconnaissance Squadron of the 17th 
Fleet was in Matthew’s opinion arrogant, self-righteous, out of touch 
with the real war man.   

“Father, what brings you to the lounge of MechWarrior scum?”  
Matthew said without turning around. 

“Major Chapman, I would have appreciated it if you call me by my 
rank while on-duty” 

Matthew then slowly turned around, “Admiral…sorry, but I am not on-
duty.  So say what you have come to say and then leave me 
alone…Admiral.” 
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“Major…. Um son the 151st is dead I am going to transfer you to a 
proper position with me at the 171st.  There are things in play in the 
background and I need to make sure you are with me when it comes to 
pass.” 

“No, Admiral if you gave such order I will resign, I have seen the way 
you operate and I don’t want to be part of it.”  With that Matthew 
walked away, the unfinished beer sitting on the table. 

Matthew left the lounge pissed off at the world pissed off at his father 
but more than anything pissed off at the truth his father had said about 
the 151st.  As he walked to clear his head he started to remember again 
the next to last battle he was involved in, the one in which he lost most 
of his unit all because of his father. 

July 2779 Colombia River 

It was the hardest fought battle to date.  At the time he was a Captain in 
charge of the 101st Company, but after the last failed attempt at a direct 
assault against the fortified position on the other side of the river he had 
lost two of his lance commanders, and his battalion commander was 
also dead, the Archer was still face down in the water just meters away 
from the enemy’s banks.  Matthew’s mech, a Nightstar-9J, was beat the 
hell up, the techs currently were retrofitting armor from a destroyed 
Longbow on both his arms in attempt to give the inner systems some 
protection.   As Matthew walked through the crumpled and destroyed 
town in which his unit was resting, he notice yet another horror from 
this war.  The scene was a gruesome a Civilian wife holding the head of 
her half burnt and destroyed body of her husband. Simply, because 
missiles had missed their mark and destroyed their home.  A child that 
looked just like him sat on the ground in front of them sobbing because 
his dad dead, as the child looked into the eyes of soldier that was 
walking by he broke out in a scream and ran toward the burning house.  
Matthew right then had a moment of worry his family had moved to 
New Earth last year but still he worried about his children and wife and 
wondered what they were doing. His communicator went off, 
“Chapman here” 
“Sir, this is HQ, General Hayes wants all commanders at the brief room 
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for details on the next push”  
 “Roger HQ, I am on my way” 

Running to the makeshift command tent Matthew started to question 
the sanity of command.  He understood that the enemy needed to be 
defeated, but there has to be a better way than just run up to them only 
to get destroyed because they are fortified.   

Major Chapman was the first one to the brief room and took his seat so 
that he could cool down from the 5 mile run he just performed.  Slowly 
the commanders that were still alive arrived. Out of the three regiments 
in this AOR (Area of Responsibility) only 4 out of 9 Battalion 
commanders showed up, out of the 27 company commanders only 15 
showed up for this brief meaning the others were dead.  Every one 
stood up when the call for commander on deck was called, Major 
General Lauren Hayes walked in the room, while everyone in the 
audience were dirty-up, messy, and sweaty she was in pristine military 
blues. 
“Have a seat, we have a lot to go over.” Hayes said 

30 minutes later 

As the General finished her plan, which was really the same plan 6 
times over, Major Chapman raised his hand when she asked if there 
was any questions. 

“Yes Major” 

“Ma’am, Major Chapman here we have tried this plan six other times 
with no success, is there any other possibility?  Could we have the fleet 
bombard the area for a while to soften them up?” 

“Mmm Major Chapman, you are the son of Vice Admiral Chapman 
aren’t you?  It is amazing that your father had the same suggestion.  He 
is moving into position but we are attacking before he does, is that 
final?” 

“Yes Ma’am!!!!”  said all her commanders. 

20 minutes later 
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“101st saddle up we are attacking again” Matthew said to his company 

10 minutes later his company along with the rest of the regiment was 
pushing into the river firing at the fortified bunkers, a mech next to 
Matthew just went down with a PPC to the head, his own mech has 
already lost the use of the left arm, things were not looking good.  Then 
out of the sky the bombardment started, but whoever was up there did 
not care who was down here in the water since the weapon fire was all 
over the place. 

“Actual, actual this is the 101st the bombardment is hitting friendlies I 
repeat friendly fire!!” Captain Chapman said over the command net. 

“Roger that 101st, be advise bombardment has started there is a radio 
silence in affect with the fleet” the General announced.  

“Damn it” Matthew said to himself out loud.  Right then two more of 
his troops were destroyed in their mechs. 

“Back up back up!!”  Matthew yelled into the com net.  As a laser from 
space hit right in front of his mech knocking him over and causing a 
blackout, when Matthew came-to a few moments later he righted his 
mech and took stock of the battlefield.  He was down another 4 mechs 
that gave him a total of 5 mechs but of those only two besides himself 
was functional.  His communication system was down though and there 
was a hole in his canopy so that could be dangerous.  Even with this 
Matthew started forward to see what the bombardment did to the 
enemy, sure enough as he approached the other side of the riverbank 
everything was destroyed.  Arms, legs, heads of both mechs and 
humans laid scatter across the banks of Columbia so much so that the 
blue color of the water was turning a rusty red due to blood, and 
hydraulic fluid. 

Present time 

Matthew shivered as he remembered that scene he shook himself out of 
the memory and realized he was actually walking in the water on the 
beach, “Man” he thought, “these shoes are destroyed with salt water.” 

**** 
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August 12, 2781 
Buenos Aires 
151st Royal BattleMech Division home base 

News was spreading like wild fire, the Council Lords after stripping 
General Kerensky of all titles 10 months earlier they just announced 
that the Star League and the Council Lords were dissolved due to 
differences in picking a new First Lord. 

It has been 10 months of rebuilding and still the 151st was only 70% 
strength Major Chapman thought, now this, wondering what was going 
to happen to the Army made him lose sleep that night. 

**** 

October 2783 
Hilton Head Island 
South Carolina, Terra 
ComStar Headquarters 

Major Matthew Chapman was at the grand opening gala to 
commemorate the completion of the Hilton Head HPG complex, as he 
was sipping on the Champaign Matthew noticed the ComStar leader 
Jerome Blake and General Kerensky go into a room and then security 
securing the door.  Odd thought Matthew very odd what would those 
two be doing meeting all secret like, he then turned back to his wife and 
asked her to dance with him. 

**** 

February 25, 2784 

The defection of the 91st Heavy Assault Regiment to the Federated 
Suns was disturbing to Matthew, but he could understand the Army 
was falling apart gone was the Star League now they were now part of 
the Terran Hegemony even though they still went by SLDF but even 
that was shaky with the five great houses ever increasing hostilities.  
Then the message came, one hour after his commanding officer 
returned from a meeting with Kerensky on Terra, it was a message 
calling for all members of the SLDF to abandon the inner sphere and 
join Kerensky on a quest to find better worlds and build a better life.  In 
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a public message his commanding officers General Hayes sent out a 
message to Kerensky and to her troops stating that the 151st was staying 
on Terra.  Shortly after that he received a call from his father begging 
him to come with him to the unknown.   Gladly Matthew told his father 
that his unit was staying on Earth and so was he and his family, sadden 
Vice Admiral Basil Chapman left for the unknown with the rest of the 
SLDF without his family. 

A few months later Major Matthew Chapman resigned his commission 
due to his commander General Hayes making the unit into the military 
arm of ComStar.  His mother also died due to the heartbreak of her 
husband, his father leaving without taking her. 

Dallas, Terra 
Two weeks after the funeral  
14 Dec 2784 

In a rare snowstorm Matthew looked out of a window in his now past 
mom’s house things never happen the way you plan.  He was a rising 
star in the SLDF due to his skills and not his name, and then it fell apart 
with the civil war.  When General Kerensky left with 80 percent of the 
SLDF and then his old commander decided to make his unit a ComStar 
unit his career was over.  As he lost focus thinking about past decisions 
and whether or not they were regrets the snow started to kick up then 
Matthew regain focus when he heard the familiar chop chop chop of a 
VTOL.  Matthew looked up into the dusk sky to see what was flying so 
low, then he caught a glance, it was a Cobra Transport command 
version by the look of the antennas protruding out of it.  Once it landed 
a three person contingent un-boarded, Matthew took his laser rifle out 
of the front closet and checked the power level and open the door.   

“Is that anyway to treat your three best friends?” ask the tall man in the 
middle 

“Gee I know you kept saying no to my advances but really? A rifle?  
Can’t you forgive me” said the now identify as a women to the right. 

The man on the left was silent but reached up pulled the covering off of 
his head and the snow googles to which then Matthew recognized as 
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Dalton Tournier, with that blast from the past Matthew then recognized 
the other two since they never went anywhere without Dalton. 

“Haleigh, Ethan, Dalton it’s been a few months how have you been?  
Please come inside.” As Matthew lowered his rifle 

“Thanks” said Ethan “its cold out here and we have a lot to talk about.” 

As Matthew closed the door the three guest took off their coats and he 
could not help but notice the uniform on them, which was not a 
uniform he recognized, and a suitcase that Haleigh was carrying. 

“What’s up with the digs? What unit is that?” Matthew said. 

Haleigh spoke up first as she sat down the suitcase, “well it’s our own 
uniform one we hope that you will wear also” right then she open the 
case and it was one of those uniforms in Matthew’s size. 

“Like I said Chappy we have a lot to talk about” Ethan said. 

“Man I have not heard my callsign in months, sounds kind of weird” 
Matthew said 

“The universe is falling apart with the General’s abandonment every 
little and big ass is fighting over everything.” Dalton said, “in fact there 
have been cases of the great houses slaughtering those who were in the 
SLDF that stayed behind if they would not join them.  We each have a 
lance willing to form a group and there are three other past 
subordinates that want to work with you in your command lance if you 
want” 

Matthew thought for a second to process what was just said, “Wait, 
what? Command lance? You have a company size unit ready to go and 
be what mercenaries?  Command lance that would be you want me in 
charge? I don’t know” 

Haleigh just looked at Matthew with her long brown/reddish hair and 
her deep blue eyes and said “yes Matthew at one time or another you 
have been in charge or over every single person that is ready to start 
this merc unit.  We even have a name Chappy’s Howling Siegers” 
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Matthew was shocked a command of his own, but he knew there was a 
lot more to a unit than just MechWarriors.  “What about support 
personnel and transport?” 

“We got that all cover, or should I say the Chief does” Ethan said with 
a smile. 

“The Chief? He left the 151st also?  And he wants to be part of us?  
Well I guess I cannot say no.  When do we start?” 

Ethan got up and said “well right now of course”  

**** 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Chapter Two 
Dallas, Terra 
Metro Star Port 
DropShip Lounge 
1 Jan 2785 
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Matthew just disconnected the ComStar link with his wife in the 
private booth at the drinking hole when his three best friends in the 
universe popped in with shots of tequila and beers as chasers. 

“Hey boss time to drink now that all the kissy mushy is done with your 
wife” Captain Haleigh Pople said.  “Heck, once we get home I will kiss 
your wife to and u can only watch” she continued. 
“Ha-ha, I think you had too much to drink already Captain” Matthew 
replied. 
“She sat down with bottom lip out and mumbled “party pooper.”  
Matthew just shook his head and said, “Anyway, I have filed all the 
documents with all the recommended government and non-government 
agencies.  We are now officially a Merc unit with the name that you 
guys picked out Chappy’s Howling Siegers.  My wife was not happy 
about it but understood, it’s in my blood, and luckily she has a family 
friend with office space right near the Capital on New Earth that he will 
let us use for recruitment, contracts, and a main office.  We also had 
some inquires and my wife Nichole told them I am here, a rep will be 
here shortly.” 

As the drinking settle down so that the other guys in Matthew’s 
command group looked sober, and serious he stayed vigilant looking 
for this unknown representative.  Matthew thought that he had to get 
used to this unknown, something he never had to do in the SLDF.  This 
not knowing where the next paycheck was coming from was already 
doing a number to his stomach when he spotted the one person that he 
did not want to see, the one person that he hoped was not the 
representative, and that was their old commander General Hayes in 
civilian gear making a bee line right to their table. 

“Chapman” Hayes said as she slides her way into the booth.  “I must 
say I am still disappointed in you” then she glanced at everyone, “all of 
you, for leaving the 151st.” 
“Well, I was not ready to be COMSTAR, ma’am” Matthew said and 
she saw that everyone was shaking their heads in agreement. 
“Chapman, that has not happened yet, I am here under orders by the 
Terran Hegemony and COMSTAR.  There is a very sensitive matter 
that we need your group to take care of, up until now we had no way of 
dealing with it, since we could not go officially and we had no merc 
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unit that we could trust.”  She paused to let that sink in.  “With the 
collapse of the SLDF and the eventual demise of the Terran Hegemony 
we at COMSTAR need to gather as much information and tech as 
possible without others knowing it, this is where you come in.  On the 
planet Helm there was a SLDF weapons depot under the Castle Brian 
complex, we need you to get there find the Castle Brain and clean all 
the weapons and research material then leave.  Word is that several 
factions are gearing up to look for it.”  As she was saying this a look of 
shock fell between all the MechWarriors she then slid an old paper 
topography map over to Matthew.  “This is the area that we believe the 
site is, it is still about a 75 kilometer area but at least you won’t have to 
search the whole planet like everyone else will when they get there you 
have three months you can keep what salvage you want and your 
payment will be around 800 thousand a month.” 
Matthew sat back and tried to look cool, this was his first negotiating 
for a job ever and he felt like his cherry was about to pop.  “Interesting, 
but I think we need more, considering we are starting from scratch I 
have yet got all my support units and personnel bought.” 
The General looked at Matthew and rapped her fingers on the table 
over and over.  “Ok, fine I have two lances at the HPG site they are not 
running colors nor are they wearing any patches, I will send orders to 
for them to help you guys out when needed and I will give you an extra 
month of payment as a bonus, and we will take you there free of 
charge.” 
Matthew thought about it for a minute, for a three-month mission, they 
will earn almost 3 million C-bills plus all the salvage and free travel, 
but something was not sitting right with him.  Matthew thought about it 
and looked at his people they all nodded yes so he said, “Ok, something 
is bothering me the way you said your pitch, is there a double cross 
going on here between the hegemony and COMSTAR?” 
“No.” the general said, a certain amount of items will be going to the 
Hegemony but COMSTAR will be taking position of the 
more…sensitive items.” 
“Ok,” Matthew said “we are in, give me the contract to sign.” 

 

**** 
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Inbound Helm 
DropShip Skulker 
3 March 2785 

Sitting in a mech while not in battle is boring, but sitting in the cockpit 
while waiting to do a hot drop was pure torture.  The plan was simple, 
while the dropship was entering the atmosphere they would drop, the 
ship would declare an emergency and land with the “cargo” missing 
burnt up over the ocean.  The unit will then move west toward the 
mountain ranges that lay about 50 kilometers away, and 100 kilometers 
from the city Freeport.  Somewhere in that area the items that the 
Siegers were charged to find which have been hidden by Major Keeler, 
the commander of the militia.  Why he had hidden everything was 
beyond the comprehension of Matthew, if this was the future tech that 
the SLDF stored here wouldn’t it made more since for Keeler to hand 
the items over to his Marik bosses?  He was still thinking on this when 
the light went from red to green, Matthew turned on the command link 
and said, “Ok Howling Siegers it’s time to drop let’s get to the ground 
be safe group up and let’s find treasure.  The support teams will land at 
Freeport then make their way to the city of Drango.” 

**** 

 

Shores of the township Lewieville 

A man and his boy was fishing on the dock when the bubbles started to 
form on the surface of the water.  The man directed his son back off the 
dock and then a sight that the boy will never forget, 12 mechs popping 
up out of the water all painted gray, red and black with a half man half 
wolf symbol on the shoulders of every mech.  “Dad who are they?” “I 
have no idea son, but whoever they are it can’t be good, hurry up back 
to the house.” 

As soon as his mech cleared the water his radar got a hit on six targets.  
“Siegers contact at one one two three we must eliminate all enemy 
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forces we cannot allow them to know we are here yet. Split up into 
your lance and take out all targets” Five more enemy targets show up 
on the radar so Matthew put in a call for support help from the 
unknowns, the name he gave the two unmark ComStar lances. 

Alpha lance 

Rushed into the city looking for targets but careful to not destroy the 
city both sides had ECM coverage and was jamming each other.  An 
enemy tank made first contact by removing half the armor on sergeant 
Mackherdhuj Rifleman.  Captain Pople targeted a JagerMech when she 
moved around the building with her AC/5 and large lasers all hitting 
the left leg and causing the enemy to fall to his side.  The same tank 
that had ripped the armor off the sergeant’s Rifleman was crippled with 
a PPC to the rear when a griffin showed up from behind he identified 
himself as unknown 07.  Unfortunately, an enemy crusader turned all of 
its weapons on unknown 07 causing the mech to fall and the pilot to be 
knocked out. The Captain directed fire at another crusader destroying it 
the kill went to sergeant Liu piloting a JagerMech.  “Good job team 
two down four more to go.”  Unknown 07 woke up stood up and 
destroyed the crusader that had hit him before but then forgot him.  
“Got you” he said.  An enemy Phoenix hawk came out of hiding hitting 
sergeant Mackherdhuj in the head.  “Are you ok Mack?” the Captain 
asked, “yeah but my canopy is hit and some of the glass is in my left 
arm.  With that she shook her head and saw that an Icarus was straight 
for her.  She took aim with all her weapons that were in the green and 
fired, at the same time the other pilot did the same.  After the dust settle 
she looked at all her systems all the weapons on her arms were gone 
but there was still little damage to her torso, the enemy Icarus though 
was destroyed, report shows that Mack’s lasers destroyed the head the 
AC-5 ripped off the last of the armor in the chest so when the mech fell 
the boulders hit the engine causing the mech to explode.  With the 
Captain taking care of the tanks the battle was over with all enemies 
dispatched with extreme prejudiced. 

Meanwhile 

Charlie Lance 
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The Major ordered Charlie lance to move up on the hills behind the 
coastal town and take out the enemy that was there.  Captain Dalton 
took his medium lance consisted of his Starslayer, two Lynx, and a 
Shadow Hawk up and over the hills.  Immediately engaged two tanks 
destroying them with SRMs and LRMs from the lance.  As Charlie 
Lance circled around and engaged more tanks two Icarus showed up 
blasting away at the Captain’s mech ripping most of the back armor off 
the Captain turned around along with Corporal Gallegos in the Shadow 
Hawk and fired on the first Icarus taking his legs out.  The Captain 
called out “Good Shooting target the other one before it runs away.”  
“Roger sir” the volleys of missiles and the laser vomit between the two 
were devastating in the end several Siegers were moderately damage 
but all the enemy was destroyed.   

Down on the beach  

Command Lance  

Was engaged in a battle that featured mud, lots of mud and very wet 
sand.  Luckily the Longbow in the Major’s lance was a pretty good 
shot, firing 50 LRMs at a time was just too much after the second 
round of missiles the enemy Orion went down in a heap of metal.  
Major Chapman fired his two gauss weapons hitting the head of a 
wolverine killing the pilot. “Boss two Gauss to the head overkill 
much?” asked Master Sergeant Filomena Dionsio “Well, I am bored so 
target practice on small heads is good for my eyes.” The major replied.  
With the Longbow releasing its missiles and the dead shot of the Major 
this battle was more like an afterthought and only lasted for a few 
minutes. 

Later that day the Siegers loaded all the salvage they could on the 
flatbeds they liberated and started the long march toward the mountains 
scanning the underground as they went hoping to find depot sooner 
rather than later.  They first went due south out of the coastal town then 
about 40 miles down the way took right and headed due west hoping 
that if the local militia ask local town folk what direction the Siegers 
went the militia will continue south missing them completely.  With 
ECM coverage and only moving at 35 km the hope is to only engaged 
the enemy on the Major’s terms and only when necessary.  As they 
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were marching the Major’s XO called him on a private channel. 
“Hey boss” 
“Yeah what’s up Haleigh?” Matthew said 
“Why does COMSTAR want the weapons depot so badly, I mean I 
already don’t trust them nor have I ever trusted General Hayes, maybe 
we should not find it, or if we do find it re-hide it.  There must be a 
reason for the local commander to hide the crap in the first place, you 
know?” 
As usual his XO hit the nail on the head Matthew thought, it was 
exactly what he had been struggling with since lifting off from Earth. 
“I don’t know Haleigh we have a mission to do so let’s do it if we find 
the weapons depot then we find it and deal with it then.” 
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Chapter Three 
HQ Helm Defense Force 
Freeport 
4 March 2785 

Major Keeler was sitting in ops watching his staff work, for a militia 
they were quit efficient and he was very proud of it. 

“Sir, patrol Delta has not reported in, they are 5 hours overdue.” Lt 
Wallace said. 

“And I am just hearing about this now!!!” the Major replied, so much 
for efficiency he thought, out loud he said.  “Where were they 
patrolling Lt?” 

“Lewieville on the east coast.” Replied Wallace 
 
“Order Alpha Company and Echo Company to patrol” he paused and 
looked at the map, if a patrol went missing something was up, just the 
day before several satellites malfunctioned, and that civilian dropship 
had an emergency and landed at Drango, something is defiantly wrong.  
Then he saw it, “have both companies start out at Lewieville, place 
Alpha Company in the lowlands and Echo Company up in the hills 
have them move west paying attention to the riverbed, along the way.” 

“Ummm yes sir, what are they looking for?” 
 
The Major sighed, ok maybe some of his men are not as smart as he 
thought.  “We are looking for an enemy, an enemy of Mechs” 

**** 
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Town of Lewieville 

Both the Alpha and Echo Company Commanders were interviewing the 
locals, most of them talk about how the enemy mechs marched out of 
the water and attacked the patrolling militia mechs without mercy and 
then left the town untouched, which left the local impress and in awe to 
this strange unit, whoever they were, they did take all the flatbed trucks 
(full of salvage) from a local transport company.  All the locals seem to 
think that the mechs went south but that just did not jive with Captain 
Henson of Echo Company. 

“Captain Jackson, why would the Major send us west along the 
riverbank if the enemy went south?” 

“I am not sure Captain Henson, either he has some other type of Intel or 
it is just his gut feeling that whoever these warriors are they are after 
Star League depot and not the planet.”  Jackson looked up to the sky 
and then said, “either way they have two days head start, they are not 
setting off any radar or seismic alarms so they must be moving pretty 
slow, if we head south like the locals suggest we could catch them by 
this afternoon.  I think if we go south for 100 kilometers and we don’t 
catch up then they must have doubled back somewhere and went the 
riverbed way.” 

“Yep, just what I was thinking we could still catch up to them in the 
middle of the night if they maintain the slow speed.” Henson said. 

**** 

200 kilometers east of the city of Drango 
Riverbed 
Night Camp of the Siegers 

Things was going pretty good Major Chapman thought, maybe just a 
little too good.  So far two days after the initial battle there have been 
no signs of the militia, unfortunately as slow as they were moving they 
still had another day to make it to the city of Drango, the city at the 
foothills of the mountain range that if the information provided by 
General Hayes is correct has the Castle Brian and the warehouses either 
built on mountain range or in them.  The Major, knowing how Star 
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League had operated didn’t think they would have warehouses just 
sitting on top of the mountains so best bet there are hidden access 
points to a big natural or man-made cavern. 

He just got up to go see his XO and bounce off his thoughts on her to 
see if it made sense, when the call came that he knew would happen but 
hoped it wouldn’t. 

“Major, this is lookout 3 sergeant Moa, I detect movement baring 
2348” 
 
“Sir, Corporal Gallegos on lookout 1 movement detection around 
2848” 

The Major swapped to the all unit channel, “attention alert alert this is 
not a drill Alpha, Beta Lance go north-ish toward sector 2848 stealth 
scout unless contact is the enemy then attack and destroy.  Command 
and Charlie Lance will scout south toward 2348, Delta lance hold the 
middle lets be silent but if the enemy is out there destroyed them.” 

The moons were hidden behind a thick cloud cover; the hills were 
affecting regular radar "Switching to IR” the Major announced.  The 
Lances started to move out and Major Chapman was extremely proud 
of his veteran group of MechWarriors, and techs…everything was done 
in amazing silence the only noise was that of the mechs starting up. 

Militia 

Captain Jackson spotted the unit first, but before he could call over the 
BattleNet Captain Henson beat him to it. 

“Looks like targets sector 2548 in the riverbed just like the Major said, 
looks like long range communication is being blocked.” 

“Yep” Jackson replied “might be because of all the metal in the hills 
but they may be jamming us.” 

“Captain Jackson if they are jamming us, how are we communicating 
with each other?  Numnut,” 

Siegers 
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Thank goodness they had put the jamming pods around the camp 
before settling down, Chapman thought.  There is no way the enemy 
will be able to communicate with HQ where they were unless they 
escape the battle and move 20 miles outside the Jamming picket line. 

Militia 

Jackson was cursing himself, guess the unit was not quite while 
marching or this was always a trap, no communications to the outside 
world and now IR shows heat buildup and the enemy splitting up, looks 
like half his way half toward Henson.  That still has their two units out 
numbering the enemy by a lance each, although both his and Henson’s 
company were mixed Jackson was sure this would be a quick and easy 
victory for him. 

Siegers—the Hills 

As Beta Lance marched up the hill Captain Bruce and Sergeant 
Hayashi both in Warhammers walked right into a Gallant Urban 
Assault Tank, and a Firefly the sergeant missed on all accounts when 
he fired on the tank but the Captain hit the firefly’s head with an ER 
PPC destroying the mech.  “Splash one, eleven more to go on this side” 
the Captain said. 

Siegers—lowlands 

As Major Chapman in his Nightstar and the rest of his team moved out 
past the riverbank he saw the enemy out in the open.  The enemy was 
just turning in their direction as if they just truly spotted the two lances 
coming at them at full speed.  “fire at will destroy them all” the Major 
proclaim through the unit comm.  With that almost all of his guys 
including himself fired at the enemy. 

Captain Jackson within seconds knew he was a dumbass, his whole 
company was out in the open and his radar just lit up like ants coming 
out of a hiding place.  “alert enemy baring at….” It was the last thing 
anyone heard from Captain Jackson. 

Master Sergeant Dionsio was the first to record a kill, which was too 
bad for the light hover tank that got in her way.  A militia Stinger tried 
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to do some damage to her but she just ignored it and went after a 
Falcon 4N standing off to the side. 

Corporal Sakei in her Longbow fired all 50 LRMs at a single mech, 
from her display it showed up as a Mongoose-66 out of those 50 
missiles 37 hit the Mongoose destroying the right leg left arm and the 
head, killing the pilot Captain Jackson. 

The Stinger that attacked Dionsio never stood the change when Major 
Chapman aimed both Gauss Rifles at it and destroyed the Stinger. 

Siegers—the Hills 

With the trees on the hill and no moons it was dark well almost dark 
bright flashes of laser and LRM explosions was almost blinding at 
times.  Glancing blows on the enemy mechs was frustrating Captain 
Bruce, one of his troops Corporal Akiaten in her Lancelot gave out a 
scream on the net “Spider down yeeepppiieeee I destroyed it.”  A 
militia Archer and Crusader launched all their weapons and missed, 
leading Captain Bruce to think that this militia was really green. Each 
side was getting closer until Sergeant Kizza in his Guillotine was able 
to reach out with a foot hitting the Crusader in the shoulder causing the 
arm to fly off, with that violent exchange the Crusader fell knocking 
out the pilot.  Sergeant Kizza moved his Guillotine over the down mech 
and looked for the next target.  Finding a Prowler he did an alpha strike 
all weapons hit the front of the vehicle destroying it. 

Siegers—lowlands 

The Militia tried to form up after their commander went silent some of 
the warriors saw what happen others did not Lt. Grimes decided to take 
over command.  “Unit this is Beta Lance commander follow me, we 
need to retreat, sorry but the three tanks that are immobile cover our 
exit, your families will be rewarded.”  As soon as the Lt. was finished 
his left arm was blown off from a AC/5, SRM 6 and Medium laser 
from Dionsio.  When Lt. Grimes finally got up from that onslaught he 
turned his mech to where the weapon fire came from to deliver his own 
attack when all he saw was the Wolverine II in his face kicking him. 
The kick pushed him to the ground causing an engine explosion. 
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Siegers—the Hills 

Captain Bruce placed his sites on an enemy Guillotine stripping it of all 
its armor on the right arm and chest.  The militia kept firing but just 
was not hitting or when they did they were glancing blows Captain 
Bruce was pleased with how the battle was going for him and his 
fellow lance mates “Come on people time to put this militia in the 
ground finish them off.”  With that Sergeant Kizza fired an alpha shot 
to the Archer that was trying to hide behind a hill, somehow Kizza was 
able to get behind him taking out his right leg as the Archer was falling 
down when the pilot was able to get a few shots off, getting a lucky hit 
on Kizza’s head he shook of the initial shock and saw that all his armor 
for the head was gone.  Well he had better be careful for now on he 
thought.   

Siegers—lowlands 

By now both units were in punching range Major Chapman fired his 
ERPPC and two medium lasers into a LTV-4 Hover Tank destroying it 
as he stepped over the burning hulk he fired his Gauss weapons at a 
Packrat destroying it right away. Soon all the enemy mechs and tanks 
were burning or disabled the battle was over. 

Siegers—the Hills 

It soon became clear that the Siegers had the upper hand three more 
heavy tanks were crushed as the full strength of two veteran lance came 
to bare.  Sergeant Hayashi in her Warhammer lashed out at another 
Crusader coming around the tree line that for some unknown reason 
exposed itself to the Warhammer with a ER PPC shot to the left torso 
which hit the Machine Gun Ammo, causing an explosion, and ripping 
off the left arm which went flying.  She followed that up with over half 
of her LRM 15 round hitting the same spot the shock wave and heat 
from the explosion killed the pilot and putting the mech out of 
commission.  Sergeant Kizza was following Hayashi up and around the 
hill as she was killing that Crusader Kizza notice an Archer sneaking 
around the tree line about 20 meters to the left, Kizza thought what was 
a good wingman supposed to do? Protect, so he alpha strike the Archer. 
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Kizza fired a Large laser 4 medium laser all which hit various parts of 
the Archers chest then the SRM6 penetrating enough due to the 
exposed parts of the chest and causing the LRM 20 ammo to explode 
destroying the mech.  At the same time Kizza was firing his weapons, 
the Archer, was firing his at Kizza, both LRM 10 missed but the two 
medium lasers got Kizza in the left arm.  With the fall of the Archer 
none of the militia was left standing. 

Dawn the next day 

After first light the Major looked at how much more salvage that they 
have, hopefully the dropship past customs and is sitting at the small 
space port at Drango, because they were able to capture a Griffin, 
Guillotine, Crusader, Falcon, and a Mongoose.  While winning the 
battle so decisively was a good thing, whoever sent those two 
companies will be missing them and soon.  

“Siegers, it is time to move out best top speed of the slowest unit we 
need to bug out now.” 

HQ Militia  
FreePort 

Major Keeler was drumming his fingers, after the initial report of the 
two companies going back to the riverbed and heading east it was dead 
silence.  How big of force was this enemy.  Captain Jackson report that 
the town people had said anywhere from 14 to 20 mechs, because they 
were simple folk it was probably just 12 mechs Jackson had said.  
Maybe he was wrong, two companies should have been able to take 
care of one company.  Unless that one company was all elite, but the 
unit patch on the mechs did not register on any of the local networks.  
Major Keeler put out a feeler to the Capital planet to see if they were a 
new merc unit but no word yet.  The major looked at his TO&E things 
are bad now, he is down to three companies two of those are just tanks, 
plus he has a battalion of infantry.  This enemy is trying to hide from 
the militia, they are not trying to conquer the planet, this unit must be 
after the warehouse full of star league equipment.  He must stop them 
at all cost. 

**** 
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Chapter Four 
Siegers Camp site in Red Forest 
10 clicks outside of Drango 
6 March 2785 

The command staff for the Chappy’s Howling Siegers were sitting 
around a makeshift table with their portables open.  Chapman looked 
around at the other five warriors from left to right his trusted best friend 
Haleigh Pople, Ethan Bruce, Dalton Tournier, Filomena Dionsio, and 
the newest member of the command staff Elise Borcellino.  Filomena 
was the highest ranking enlisted MechWarrior so Chapman wanted her 
there. 

Ok guys we are going into Drango…on foot Ethan and Dalton 
investigate the north side of the town, Filomena and Elise take the 
south side and Haleigh and I will look around the town square.  We are 
looking for any clues where the Star League warehouse is located.  Be 
careful we don’t want to raise suspension and keep in radio contact.  

 

Drango Town square 

Chappy looked around, not much was happening since it was in the 
middle of the work day.  Haleigh took Chappy’s arm and folded her 
arm into it, “what do you think you are doing? Haleigh”   

“Trying to blend in people won’t notice lovers walking down the street 
looking at stuff.” 

“Urgh I thought that you understood that in the military there are no 
improper relations.” 

“Matthew we are not part of the SLDF we are a mercenary group so we 
don’t have to obey the rules.”  As the two walked down main street 
Haleigh noticed an antique shop, “let’s go in here and ask around.” 

Drango South side 

Elise was nervous even though technically she out ranked Master 
Sergeant Filomena Dionsio, Filomena had been in combat 10 years 
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longer and had been with the boss 6 of those years.  Although 
according to all the enlisted she should be really scared of Master 
Halder, everyone called him chief, he was in charge of logistics so you 
never wanted to piss that man off, and he has known the boss longer 
than anyone.  Elise fling her long brown hair so that she could look 
straight into the prettiest woman she had ever seen, “Filomena, I don’t 
see much on this street, there is a pub over there though I bet there are 
guys in there that will tell all to two extremely hot chicks.” 

Filomena stopped in the middle of her tracks and looked at the young 
Lt.   “you think I am hot?” 

“Yes Elise, I did, and you are hotter than me.”  She said as she walked 
into the pub.  Filomena followed the lt. with a big ass smile on her face 
and said, “she thinks I am hot.” 

Drango North side 

Ethan and Dalton wander around the town not really finding a lot just 
houses upon houses. 

Drango South side 

The two women were playing pool and taking the drunk men’s money 
like it was taking candy from a baby.  Little did these guys know that 
instead of just being a local woman with low tolerance for alcohol these 
two warriors were well verse in the art of drinking.  Elise, when she 
thought all the guys were significantly wasted asked. 

“So, Frank we just got to town from the capital, anything interesting 
happening here or anything interesting to do?”  As she caressed his 
chest hair and looked at him like she wanted more, so much more. 

Drango town square 

“Come on Matthew, the girls at the antique store said that Father 
Charles would know if there was something strange or different in the 
town.” 
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“Yes I know but he is a priest at a catholic church, you know I am a 
protestant, Catholics and Protestants don’t mix it is like water and oil.” 
Matthew said. 

“Oh grow up silly man” 

With a sigh Matthew said “ok I will try to ignore everything that’s in 
the building.” 

As they walked into the church Haleigh notice the high arches and rich 
look of everything that was in the building.  “Outside looks like a 
regular average somewhat poorish town.  How can this church afford 
all this crap?  I was never into church even though my parents were.” 

“I don’t know, the churches I always belong to were small and used all 
the money on feeding the locals.”  Matthew said. 

“Who are you?  Stop right there don’t take another step!”  a disembody 
voice said  

A figure stepped out of the shadows with a long laser rifle as the light 
from the high arched windows filtered down onto the figure. 

“Sir, we are looking for Father Charles can you please show us where 
he is at?” Matthew said. 

“The one you seek is I” as Father Charles stepped into the light 
Matthew and Haleigh both took a step back in shock. 

The man that stood in front of them was 6 foot 7 inches tall ripped in 
all ways that matter, blonde hair cut in a flat top style, a scare from left 
to right across the entire face, but the biggest shock was that they knew 
him. 

“Col Booker what the F, we thought you died in the invasion of Terra.” 
Matthew and Haleigh said together. 

“Long story there, cubs, long story.  The short story though is I did not 
die, and then later after my recovery just before General Kerensky left 
he task me to get rid of all caches of weapons that he had to leave 
behind, which is why I am here now.” 
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“General Kerensky left us, left the inner sphere, left what was left of 
the army to ComStar, why are you still following his orders?” 

“Because I must, why are you here?” 

Matthew and Haleigh separated and moved a few feet apart and then 
Matthew spoke, “Well we left when our unit was shallowed up by 
ComStar, we then formed a merc unit in hopes to help those in need.  
But then ComStar believe it or not came to us with a proposal that we 
could not refuse, find the Star League warehouse here on Helm and 
transfer the items to ComStar so that they can secure it.” 

“Well”, the general said, I know exactly where the warehouse is, and 
how the Marik commander has moved most of it in a high secure vault 
in the mountain.  I could use you and your unit to destroy it. I have the 
location here on the map.” 

Matthew looked at Haleigh and then started talking to the general 
moving slowly away from where Haleigh was. “General I am under 
contract so I have to either show something to ComStar or have a 
breached contract, my very first contract by the way.  I am not a fan of 
them, but I need to somehow honor my contract, also I know that most 
people worship General Kerensky but I do not in my book, he left and 
took most of the means to defend the innocent lives that are now dying 
due to the greed of the House Lords.”   

The general looked at them with unbelief, “He was your commander, I 
was your comm….....he stopped mid-sentence and fell to the ground 
Haleigh standing over him with her gun, she had clubbed him.  “What 
are we going to do with him now” she asked. 

“Take him with us” Matthew said as he took the map from the general. 

 

20 miles South of Drango 

Matthew, Haleigh, Dalton, and Ethan were high on the ridge looking 
down at the Marik militia guarding the entrance to the warehouse. 
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“Well the militia commander looks ready for us, looks like one 
company of light/med mechs, two companies of armor, and a battalion 
of infantry.”  Matthew stated. 

“Yeah we got 5 heavy lances about 5 mechs though still have some 
damage” Ethan said. 

“What’s your thoughts Dalton?” Matthew asked 

“Well boss, two choices neither very good, one full frontal, the second 
options wait them out see if the commander gets tired, maybe he sends 
patrols out and we can pick them off slowly.”  Haleigh slapped Daltons 
arm and said “dude what are you thinking we have a time table I doubt 
we have time to wait them out.” 

Matthew stared at his best friends, trusted advisors, and honorable 
warriors he just shook his head, and said, “waiting them out is not an 
option, frontal assault could work but I have another idea, let’s go back 
to the camp,” as they were walking to their liberated jeep from Father 
Charles, Matthew started to talk about the battle plan, “this is what we 
are going to do Ethan you will take your lance and…..” 
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Chapter Five 
Battlefield  
20 miles from Drango 
In front of the SLDF Warehouse 
7 March 2785 

Major Chapman looked at the battlefield and saw a chance to end this 
quickly without too much bloodshed.  He knew that if they could take 
out the militia commander or capture him the rest of the force would 
give up.  Past battles with militia around the universe had proven this 
theory correct.  The problem he had was that commander for this 
engagement was unknown, it looked like a special convey came in late 
last night so it could have been a command change, or simply a supply 
run.  For some reason the enemy force distribution had what look like a 
flaw, the north side was very light on troops and mechs.  On the south 
side there was a lot of infantry movement but because of the thick trees 
he was unable to make out what type of infantry they were.  “Siegers, 
advance now, Delta lance go to the north and try to flank them.  We 
need to find their command.  The other three lances follow the 
command lance.  We will move from the south and cut our way up 
looking for their commander and meet Delta Lance in the middle.  If 
we have not found him them he must be hiding in the mountain.  Is that 
understood?”  Everyone came across the net and acknowledge the 
mission parameters. 

Major Keller  
Commander of the militia 

Planed his deployment very carefully, all his heavy infantry equipped 
with AC5 Batteries were hidden in the thick trees off to the south, his 
mechs were spread out, meaning a few up north some in the south but a 
lance along with the company of light and medium tanks was hidden 
against the hill in the middle of the battlefield power off waiting for the 
light signal to turn on an attack hopefully catching this merc unit by 
surprise. 

Major Chapman  
Cockpit of his mech 
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As they jumped across the small river Delta Lance report contact in the 
north.  “Bravo lance move up roll around the hill and provide support 
for Delta” Chapman announced.  “roger, moving now” Captain Bruce 
said.  Then as soon as Alpha Lance moved into the tree line Captain 
Pople yelled into the radio, “heavy resistance in the woods, looks like 
infantry has heavy equipment!” 

At that moment Matthew was shook in his seat with multiple AC fire 
from the woods that tore a hole in his left arm.  Taking aim and firing 
his gauss weapons just did damage to the trees.  “We are going to have 
to get closer to negate the tree factor, Go Go Go!”  Major Chapman 
announced.  In the north a squadron of Warrior Attack Helicopter 
swoop down and took pot shots at Delta Lance, they were easily 
dispatched although there was some headshots that took half the armor 
off. 

Helm Militia 

Major Keller was waiting for just the right timing to spring his last 
minute trap, it looks like at least some of the Mercs are going to trip it, 
he had hope that 6 or 8 merc mechs would fall for the trap, as it was it 
was only four, but four dead Mercs was better than none.  He made the 
light signal then started off in a run to get off the mountain and into 
combat. 

Siegers 

Matthew thought he saw some light flashing on the mountain, when he 
tried to focus on it more AC5 rounds went into his left leg.  Captain 
Bruce busted through the silence of the radio claiming that there was 
mechs and tanks waiting on the other side of the mountain and that they 
were getting torn up.  The major looked at the battle map and where his 
troops were, and notice that Delta had broken formation he was about 
to call them when Lieutenant Borcellino came on the net, “Bravo we 
just destroyed the last mech up we will be there to assist in about 5 
mic.”  As Matthew kept firing he took another shot in his left arm 
blowing it off.  Damn it he thought and not for the first time in his life 
he hated trees. 

Helm Militia 
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Major Keller’s was working out, the Mercs lances in the south and in 
the middle are being overwhelmed he lost information about what was 
happening in the north since he moved down to join the fight behind 
the hill, he had made many calls out to the lt. out in the north hopefully 
everything was ok.  He was about to make a call for the reserves to 
move up and check out the north when missiles coming from the north 
flew over him missing him by a few feet. 

Siegers 

Major Chapman was actually starting to think they could lose this 
battle, self-doubt crept in like a thief in the night.  Sergeant Liu in his 
JagerMech and Sergeant Moa in his Phoenix Hawk were down, luckily 
they were still alive.  “Focus fire on the trees if you have to we have to 
flush the infantry out in the open before lucky shots kill us all.” 
Matthew said across the net. Lt. Borcellino and her team came around 
the hill from the north and saw carnage Bravo Lance was down two 
mechs she had a Shadow Hawk in her sights and fired as she advances 
her weapons hit the Hawk left arm and left torso enough to when she 
kicked the Shadow Hawk the SRM2 ammo exploded destroying the 
militia’s mech. Major Chapman had taken out 6 infantry units but they 
kept popping out of the trees like termites, another salvo of Auto 
Cannons hit Chapman this time ripping his right leg off.  Prone he kept 
firing.  An Rifleman next to the Major exploded but just before it did he 
saw the ejection seat take off so he knew that Sergeant Mackherdhuj 
was ok.  That makes six mechs down on his team, hopefully Delta 
Lance will turn the tide.  The Major looked at the battlemap to see that 
when the Rifleman blew up it took out several infantry batteries and 
forced the others to start retreating out in the open.  With his mech 
crippled all he could do is fire at long range and hoped to do some 
damage now.  He fired his remaining Gauss Rifle continuously and 
then another salvo of autocannons hit this time destroying his gauss 
rifle which also caused the auto eject system to engage, which 
effectively put him out of the battle.   

“Everyone attention the Major is down this is Captain Tournier I have 
taken command temporary, continue with the Major’s plan find and 
destroy their commander.” 
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Helm Militia 

The infantry is breaking but the middle was holding up pretty good 
until that lance from the north showed up.  Worse part thought Major 
Keeler is that his communication array was destroyed in the last LRM 
salvo so he cannot tell the infantry in the mountain to attack.  He aimed 
and took out a Lynx by taking off its head.  Major Keller locked on to 
another merc this time a Starslayer just as he fired the Starslayer jump 
over the hill causing the Major to miss. 

Siegers 

Captain Tournier jumped his Starslayer over the hill to do a Death from 
above maneuver which of course was successful all but destroying the 
Phoenix Hawk that he jumped on unfortunately he was hit by a few 
stray weapons and caused him to come down hard on his Right leg.  
Captain Tournier slammed against the safety belts so hard he almost 
blacked out, almost is the key word he was able to shake the cobwebs 
off and move to a hull-down position.  

Major Chapman was shocked he has only lost four mechs in his career 
upon looking at his mech though it looks like it can be repaired and 
supposes that the ejection seat launched prematurely.  He needed to get 
up on a hill to overlook the battle to see how his people were doing. 

Militia 

Major Keller was hot today he never felt so alive and strong hitting a 
Kintaro in the head with his AC5 and Medium laser putting the Kintaro 
out of its misery.   As the Major took joy in taking down another merc 
unit, he saw a flash of laser in front of him then he felt two impacts that 
ripped his Hermes into two knocking him unconscious oblivious to life. 

Siegers 

Lt. Borcellino was finally in range she took a PPC, large laser and three 
medium lasers causing her mech to overheat but with great satisfaction 
see was able to see her target cut in half and then blow up.  She tracked 
with her eye the ejection seat and when her system powered back up 
she marked it for pickup.   
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With that Captain Tournier watched as the militia unit fell apart only 
infantry was left anyway and they came out of hiding with their hands 
in the air. 

**** 
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Chapter Six 
 
Makeshift camp of the Chappy’s Howling Siegers 
In front of the SLDF Warehouse 
7 March 2785 

 

Major Keller could hear faint sounds like voices underwater, as his 
senses started to focus back to reality the first thing he noticed was the 
blindfold, the second was the handcuffs.  Damn he thought I am a 
prisoner to these mercenary scum, F me. 

“Major, the prisoner is awake” the guard announced into his hand 
radio.  “Roger, I will be there in just a second.” 

As Major Chapman walked into the makeshift brig he looked at the 
guard’s name tag.  “thanks Sergeant Kalmar, I would like to talk to the 
militia’s commander in private.” 

“Yes Sir” 

Major Chapman opened the cell went over to Major Keller and took the 
blindfold off.  “Major Keller we have a lot to talk about.”  Keller was 
shocked and confused at the same time, he recognized this merc, but 
where and how, he just could not put his finger on it.  Chapman could 
see the look of confusion on Keller’s face,   

“You look like a man in a confused state of mind.  I am Major 
Chapman commander of the Chappy’s Howling Siegers former 
member of the SLDF my father is Admiral Chapman I believe that he 
was a delegate a few years ago here on this planet I was a Lieutenant 
and part of his staff at that time, you were a Lieutenant also and aid to 
the governor.” 

Confusion was lifted as Major Keller realized that was how he had a 
recognized Major Chapman’s face. 

“What in the hell are you doing here….Major Chapman” 
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“Looking for something, a warehouse that belongs to me.” 

Major Keller looked at Chapman with disgust.  “If there was a 
warehouse it does not belong to you.” 

“Wrong answer Major Keller, as a former member of the SLDF and 
current employer of ComStar which by order of General Kerensky 
became the owners of all SLDF assets still left here.” 

“Bull crap, merc scum, that warehouse belongs to Helm.” 

“Listen to me Major Keller we are setting charges to the door right now 
I would rather you open it, since you changed the code.  If I don’t do 
this and figure out what is inside, ComStar will send someone else and 
I doubt they will be friendlier.” 

“Go to hell merc I don’t care what your pedigree is.” 

Major Chapman took out his hand radio, “ok blow it” 

With that a big explosion happen spitting up dirt pushing it inside the 
tent that they were in.  Major Chapman looked at the militia 
commander, “sorry the hard way it is then” and then he walked out 
with Major Keller yelling at him. 

As Matthew walked toward the big hole in the metal doors he issued 
orders to start taking inventory of everything to his commanders which 
were the only ones allowed into the warehouse, the less people that 
knew what was or was not in there the better Matthew thought. 

The warehouse ended up being huge with several levels of storage and 
each level was several kilometers wide.  There were some porotypes of 
mechs and some kind of body armor, that Matthew had never seen.  
Cache of weapons and supplies that would rival any base on Earth, 
there were hundreds of mechs mothball that he did recognized.  There 
were also software updates and a vast bay labeled memory core.  

**** 
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Makeshift camp of the Chappy’s Howling Siegers 
In front of the SLDF Warehouse 
15 March 2785 

After almost a week of going through the warehouse and learning what 
was in there Matthew had a decision to make and this was a decision 
that he could not make alone.  With that in mind he called his inner 
circle to discuss it. Captain Pople, Captain Bruce, and Captain Tournier 
all sat around the small card table pretending to play cards but the news 
that Major Chapman just gave them stunned them.  “Are you sure that 
is wise Chappy?” Captain Bruce adjusting his sling from his broken 
collar bone he received in the last battle. 

“Well Ethan, I just cannot see another way, none of us like ComStar 
but we have a mission to fulfill.” 

This time Captain Pople spoke up, “Can’t we just take all the stuff with 
us?  Why re-hide it.” 

Matthew turned to Haleigh, “I trust the chief and you guys with my life, 
I trust the rest of the unit in combat, but for a secret like this also since 
we don’t have a dropship that is ours trying to load all that equipment 
up without ComStar finding out will be impossible.  We would need 6 
or 7 empty dropships to get all this off planet too” 

Matthew looked at his longtime friends and fellow warriors, “So we put 
as much equipment starting with the porotypes into the lower level, seal 
it off, and delete any reference to that level in the database.  Then we 
will take our cut from what is left and call ComStar with the location 
and new inventory sheet.  The memory core will be hidden elsewhere, 
no one needs to have that until later. 

**** 

 

 

Sergeant Kalmar was standing outside of the commander’s tent, he had 
no idea why he was charge to report, he racked his brain until it hurt for 
the life of him he could not remember violating any rules. 
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“Come in Sergeant” Major Chapman yelled from inside the tent 

The Sergeant marched in was about to give a crisp salute and report 
when Major Chapman got up from his desk rolled around and said, 
“you are not in trouble, nor is this a reporting visit I asked you here to 
see if I can trust you with something very important. Come have a seat 
over here,” As Chapman motioned to a make shift couch. 

After talking with the sergeant for over a few hours, Major Chapman 
retrieved a small security briefcase that had a timer on it, and the unit’s 
symbol on it, to the sergeant it looked like it was counting down, to 
what he did not know. 

“Sergeant, I know this is an unusual request, in this briefcase are 
documents that I don’t want anyone including our unit to have access 
for a very long time.  Once the countdown is to zero it will unlock, the 
only thing I can say is that I want you to be custodian of this, well you 
and your children.  This will not be unlock till around 2900AD so your 
descendants will have access to it, when you and your family pass it to 
the next generation for protection the only thing they need to know is 
that when it is the right time to decide on who in power truly deserves 
the information inside they will need to do it.  Do you understand your 
orders Sergeant? Will you and your future generations take on this 
task?” 

Sergeant Kalmar licked his lips, “yes sir we will, I am honored that you 
entrust this to me and my family.” 

**** 

 

Major Keller was still in a cell when the engine noise started, his best 
guess was a DropShip or two landing close the site, it was about three 
weeks since his captor talked to him, he was well feed and water but 
was isolated.  Then Major Chapman rolled into the tent in full battle 
gear, “time to go Major Keller, you are free, ComStar is here to retrieve 
the loot from the warehouse and the Siegers are off to our next 
contract.” 
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General Lauren Hayes walked down the ramp in her shinning new 
white uniform of ComStar.  “What have you got for us, Major?” 

“General, I want the rest of our payment in our account before we 
proceed” 

The General looked into Major Chapman’s eyes and thought for a 
second, “okay”, she pulled out her comm unit and spoke in to it then 
looked back to the Major, “your money is in the bank merc, let’s hope 
u delivered or I will personally see to it that you are downgraded and 
never see a good contract again. The only reason I am letting you have 
your money now is because you have served me well in the past.”   

Major Chapman’s people checked and confirmed that the money was 
there and he gave the order to pack up and load up.  “Ma’am here are 
the six Warhammers that we pulled from the warehouse and parts 
related to those Warhammers that will last a year per the contract the 
rest is yours.” 

As they moved into the warehouse they walked into a huge level that 
was completely empty.  

“What the hell is this Major!” 

The major calmly gave her a pad with the log for the warehouse on it, 
“as you can see ma’am a unit of SLDF was here a year prior but looks 
like they only pulled the first level and some other stuff out of another 
level.  There was no detail of what they got or reason why they did not 
take all of it.  My guess is that they did not have any more room, they 
did blow up the access to the rest of levels fortunately that did not stop 
us for long.  Come General let me show you the other two levels.”  
Major Chapman said. 

At last after the tour that consisted of several hundreds of mothball 
mechs consisting of all classes and makes that the SLDF used, also all 
the ammo and spare parts for those mechs the General turned to 
Chapman and bitch slap him.  Matthew jumped up and was about to 
jump the General when her guard stepped in front of her, “what kind of 
fool do you take me for Major” 
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After calming himself he replied, “General, I assure you I have no idea 
what you are talking about.” 

The General was getting angrier, “the tech Major the tech, there was 
supposed to be some advance tech both software and hardware that 
according to the original inventory I have here should be here.” 

Major Chapman looked at the list and formulated an answer that would 
hopefully fool the General and get him and his troops out. 

“General, there is a chamber that was labeled with this name on level 
three I did not show you this because it looked empty when we 
explored it.” 

“Damn it show it to me now!” 

The General was mixed with emotion, sadness, anger, disappointment, 
and also proudness which was strange but for the SLDF to come here 
and gather the memory core that contained all the current research was 
brilliant.  After she calm down a bit she turned to the merc,  “ok Major 
looks like you delivered you end of the bargain see you around.” 

**** 

 

As Major Matthew Chapman walked up the ramp of their dropship to 
talk to his XO about how far along the loading was at because he 
wanted off this planet fast away from ComStar and the general 
specifically, when Major Keller showed up. 

“Major Chapman, Major Chapman!  I need to speak to you” 

“yes come up here we will go to the conference room on board.” 

After both commanders enter the room Major Chapman shut the door 
took out a scanner with his finger to his mouth and scanned the room.  
After the scan he took out another piece of equipment this time a 
jammer and turned it on.  “Ok Major Keller we can talk now ComStar 
has been spying on my unit since they got here, what can I do for you, 
we take off in two hours so make it fast.” 
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“I know what you did, and even though I am not happy that ComStar is 
getting all that equipment, them not getting the prototype mechs and 
body armor, along with the memory core I thank you, but where did 
you put all that equipment?” 

Major Chapman looked at him right into his eyes and said, “I have no 
idea what you are talking about what is in there was in there when we 
blew the door.” 

“That is impossible I know exactly what was in there, I did a visual 
inventory three days before you attacked us.” 

“Are there any logs or written records outside the warehouse that would 
prove this? Major Keller” 

“No Major Chapman, just me” 

Chapman then pulled out his sidearm and aimed it to the militia 
commander head “I could shoot you so that you will not spread rumors 
anymore.” 

As Major Keller lifted his arms showing submission he said, “look I 
don’t want them to have anything so when that bitch General showed 
me the invoice and took me to the warehouse I confirmed some of your 
story all I said was that just before you showed up I had done a visual 
inspection and it was like this, I was afraid to add anything else to that 
story since I had no idea what you had told her.” 

Major Chapman tried to get a mean look on his face and then said, “I 
told you I have no idea what you are talking about the only thing we 
took was the 6 Warhammers per our contract, but nothing else, I should 
shoot you for spreading lies and rumors.  If you can stop doing this, I 
promise I won’t shoot you.”   

“Yes, Major Chapman I can keep your secret” 

“no I don’t think you can” then Major Chapman pulled the trigger and 
shot the other Major in the head.  Captain Bruce broke the door down 
with his gun drawn and saw the situation, “what happen Chappy?” 
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“The secret of the real cache of weapons and memory core must remain 
a secret, I trust my friends to keep that secret, I trust our sergeant to 
keep a secret that he has no idea what it is, I respected this man but I 
could not trust him he was the only one outside our circle that knows 
the truth on this planet.”   

The Major looked at his watch, “take off is less than an hour” he then 
picked up the body “get the doors for me, I must bury this man.” 
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Epilogue 
 
Wedding Night  
Between Lori Kalmar and Grayson Death Carlyle 
3025ish 

 

After a long and passion session in the bedroom of Carlyle’s barracks.   
Both lovers got their second wind Lori got out of bed, with the 
moonlight shinning on her naked body she went over to her footlocker 
that was transfer over early that day and retrieved an old silver 
briefcase with a symbol of a half man half wolf and lettering that was 
worn to the point of missing some important letters.  Curiosity got the 
best of Grayson and he sat up, “what is that my love” he asked. 

“This is something very special that has been passed down from 
generation to generation.  When I went home to revisited my parent’s 
grave I found a secure cache of my families’ stuff and this was in there 
with a letter from my father.  I won’t go into the details but basically 
this box was to be kept in the family or given to someone that is 
worthy.  I tracked down my families’ timeline and discovered that my 
great-grandfather of like 8 times over or so was a sergeant in a merc 
group called Chappy’s Howling Siegers, interested I looked up this 
group and found that it still exists only under a different name called 
Chappy’s Revenge.” 

Carlyle was shocked “you mean the group that was given a planet by 
the First Prince of the Federated Suns right on the boarder of Kurita 
Space?” 

“Yes, my love that group, I talked to the commander a General 
Matthew Chapman, the commander of the unit that my great 
grandfather was also named Matthew Chapman.”  Carlyle held up his 
hand, “This is to freaking weird but, really what does this mean?”  Lori 
with the patience of only a wife can give to her husband exhaled, 
“General Chapman looked up the logs of his ancestors and found 
documentation about this briefcase.  He urged me that if I thought you 
deserve it I should give it to you.” 
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Now his curiosity was peaking and excitement building up, “what is in 
the briefcase?” 

“I don’t know it is for you to open” 

As Carlyle open the case he took the scroll out careful and started 
reading the documentation his eyes got bigger and bigger.  “Holy shit, 
this is a map, inventory, codes, actual hidden location of a Star League 
Cache of prototypes and information of research that the Star League 
was doing before they dissolved.  If this cache is still there, it could be 
a game changer for us and the universe.”  

“Well where is this Cache?” Lori asked 

He looked at his new wife and called his XO, “Gather the troops and 
load up we are going back home.”  He got of the radio and looked into 
her eyes, the Cache is on Helm, I don’t recognize this configuration of 
mountains but its there and has been there for almost 300 years right 
under our nose.” 

 

 

 

The End 
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